Purpose
The DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) image file contain information that is valuable in quality control regarding both methodology and technical failure. Automated collection of image meta data from DICOM headers enables monitoring of patient dose and image quality parameters [1] . Manual monitoring is time consuming, owing to the large number of exposure scenarios, thus automated methods for monitoring needs to be investigated. The aim of the present work was to develop and optimise such a method.
Fig. 1:
The detector dose values for the lumbar spine frontal projection (red) in the complete data set for the same modality (blue). The possibilities for automated detection of the increasing detector dose is enhanced by proccessing each projection separately.
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Exposure index values from digital systems in projection radiography were collected over a period of 5 years, representing data from 1.2 million projection images. Exposue index valuse from projections of central body parts, hip to neck, were selected for inclusion in the study. The exposure index values were converted to detector dose and an automated method for detection of sustained level shifts in the resulting detector dose time series was applied using the statistical analysis tool R [2] . The method combined handling of outliers, filtering and estimation of variation [3] in combination with two different statistical rank tests for level shift detection [4] . The detection method was optimised using level shifts identified by ocular evaluation as the gold standard. 
Results
Two hundred and eighty-one level changes were identified that were deemed in need of further investigation. The majority of these changes were abrupt. The sensitivity and specificity of the optimised and automated detection method concerning the ocular evaluation were 0.870 and 0.997 respectively for detected abrupt changes.
Conclusion
An automated analysis of exposure index values, with the purpose of detecting changes in exposure, can be performed using the R software in combination with a DICOM header metadata repository containing the exposure index values from the images. The routine described has good sensitivity and acceptable specificity.
The level shift detection method is flexible and can be applied with objectives that range from the detection of small changes to larger. It should be noted that the false positive rate will increase with a small detection threshold, thus the selected detection objective should be chosen considering clinical relevant changes in detector dose and the number of false positives that can be manually handled.
Other parameters that might be of interest can be monitored with the same method. In the present study the characteristics of the detector dose values exposed large variations in distribution. While the detector dose values for central large body parts, such as the lumbar spine are approximately normally distributed ( fig. 6 ), the distribution for the axial hip projection is heavily skewed (fig. 7 ). This is of no consequence for the analysis as the methods in use are valid for all distributions. Thus, when applying the method to other parameters the distribution type can be disregarded, but it is essential that the analysis is optimised for the purpose. 
